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Abbreviations 

ARTS Faculty of Arts 

DIGISCHOL Digital Scholarship 

ESRC eScholarship Research Centre 

HASS Humanities, Arts & Social Sciences 

ITS-R IT Services Research (see RESPLAT) 

MCRIC Melbourne Collaborative Research Infrastructure Committee 

MCRIP Melbourne Collaborative Research Infrastructure Program 

MGSE Melbourne Graduate School of Education 

RESPLAT Research Platform Services 

SCI Social & Cultural Informatics 

SCIP Social & Cultural Informatics Platform 

UDC University Digitisation Centre 

UMA University of Melbourne Archives 

UOM University of Melbourne 

VCRC Visual Culture Resource Centre 

VPA Visual & Performing Arts 

SGG / CGG Core Governance Group 

Faculty priority projects A selection of high-value, high-impact data-driven projects that have been 
identified by faculty partners as priorities for support during the SCIP pilot.  
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1. Executive Summary 

The second year of the SCIP pilot saw significant activity as well as staff resourcing 
challenges.  Under the direction of the SCIP Core Governance Group, SCIP leveraged the 
MCRIP funded core team of socio-informaticians to engage two academic partners (Faculty 
of Arts and Melbourne Graduate School of Education) in accessing a network of expertise, 
platforms and services, across the SCIP platform partners including the Digital Scholarship 
unit, the eScholarship Research Centre, the University Digitisation Centre and Research 
Platform Services.  The SCIP partner network has demonstrated the capacity and capability 
to support a broad range of researchers and priority research projects in research data 
management, informatics, visualisation and digitisation. SCIP is the University of 
Melbourne’s support platform to train, support and facilitate the Humanities, Arts, Social 
Sciences and Education in effective and prioritised use of the network of expertise and 
service resources available, and ensures that university researchers can make effective use 
of high value research collections and data. 

In Year 1 SCIP delivered the following: 

• A Faculty-wide socio-cultural informatics needs assessment and environmental scan. 

• A comprehensive plan and delivery of training, which introduces key areas of 
informatics upskilling in professional and research development. 

• Support in research data management and curation, data management planning and 
completion of relevant ARC funding application sections, with forty distinct data 
consultations conducted in 2015. 

• Informatics solutions to current research projects, including database creation, curation 
and publication; communications planning; and data management platforms. 

• Development and implementation of a communications and engagement plan. 

• An informative website that highlights and explicates areas of support, as well as 
providing a hub for contacting the SCIP, registering for training and learning about 
forthcoming SCIP events.  

• And a knowledge base, which consolidates platform knowledge in a collection of 
deliverables, reports, good practice guides, frameworks and. 

In Year 2 SCIP undertook the following schedule of priority project work: 

• Digital Transformation projects, including a Digitisation EOI call with Core Governance 
Group oversight.  These resulted in the prioritisation of the following  projects: 

o Sands & McDougall Melbourne Directories (Arts, Andrew May) – 24 volumes 
digitised, for access and research of a University and State Library of Victoria 
historical resource. Due to the distributed nature of this particular collection 
across multiple cultural institutions this project led to a collaborative partnership 
with State Library to work together on the digitisation of this collection to 
maximise resources across institutions. OCR output for the project workflow is 
currently being planned.  (University Digitisation Centre (UDC), State Library of 
Victoria, SCIP core team) 

o Marginalia digitisation of Nicholas O’Donnell manuscripts (Arts, Meredith 
McCullough) – digitisation completed and output used as part of a conference 
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presentation. Involved use of the Scripto Omeka tool to crowd-source 
transcription. (UDC, Research Platform Services) 

o Child+Adult Art Response Projects (MGSE, Marnee Watkins, Gina Grant) – 
consisting of visual artwork, successful scoping work has occurred with the UDC, 
and the SCIP team is still to finalise material, schema and metadata requirements. 
(UDC, SCIP core team) 

o Arts Education Artefacts (MGSE, Marnee Watkins, Jennifer Stevens-Ballinger) – 
consisting of visual artwork and portfolios, successful scoping work has occurred 
with the UDC, and the SCIP team is still to finalise output and metadata 
requirements. (UDC, SCIP core team) 

o Lionel Fogarty personal collection (Arts, Maeve Mcloughlin) – initial digitisation 
commenced of several boxes of notebooks and loose pages of Lionel’s poetry and 
art. Includes setup of Mediaflux storage and an Omeka display to potentially 
present works for teaching and research purposes. Advice also sought from 
Archives on a formal agreement with Lionel. (UDC first contact, support from 
Archives, Research Platform Services, SCIP core) 

o Australian Human Rights Commission Documentation (Mary Tomsic, Arts) – 
digitisation of approximately 40 AHRC publications as pilot work, used as a basis 
for grant application, web presence planned November 2016. (UDC first contact, 
SCIP core) 

• Trans-Disciplinary Research (Core Governance Group oversight) 
o Melbourne Social Sciences Data Hub (ANDS High Value Collections funding) – 

Research Platform Services collaboration on a larger project with Donna Hensler 
(VCA and MCM) including VCA video collection, planned go-live March 2017. 
(Research Platform Services, SCIP core) 

o Innovative Learning Environments and Teacher Change, ILETC (MGSE, Wesley 
Imms, John Hattie and David Clarke's ARC project) – initial engagement underway, 
aiding project in planning data management, data collection, sharing and analysis 
systems. (currently SCIP core team involved, Research Platform Services 
engagement planned) 

o Digital Studio (Arts) – the SCIP team is discussing SCIP network services and 
expertise, to be provided as part of the Digital Studio space services. Future work 
will include visual showcases and the potential for Digital Studio projects. (all SCIP 
partners) 

• General Core Governance Group oversight, priority projects 
o Superhero (Arts, Angela Ndalianis) – initial website development, proof-of-

concept development on mobile platform completed, expect scoping of further 
work (engaged SCIP core team). Project potentially seeking funding. 

o Schools curriculum (MGSE, Lyn Yates) – 492 digitised documents, to special 
collections repository, launching end September.  OHRM platform web presence 
planned for later phase.  (engaging the UDC, SCIP core team, eSRC engagement 
planned) 

o Engaging the Disengaged (MGSE, A/Prof Neryl Jeanneret, Linkage Project 
submission) – project received a near miss grant, potentially seeking PhD student 
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co-supervision through the SCIP network for undertaking the data analysis. (SCIP 
core team, eSRC) 

o Making Futures project (MGSE, Julie McLeod) – transitioning broader study 
website to modern platform, including blog/diary capability, and data 
visualisation demonstrator1. (SCIP core team, Digital Scholarship) 

In addition, SCIP ran 6 workshops and promotional events, with over 130 people attending 
the workshops.  Over 60 support consultations occurred with the SCIP Core Team in year 2, 
many of which have led to referrals to the SCIP network of services.  The SCIP mailbox, 
established July 2015, has seen levels of activity through this mechanism at around 30 emails 
in August 2016, with a number leading to subsequent support consultations.  The SCIP 
platform was also presented at the national eResearch conference in October 20152.  SCIP 
has an online presence via website, twitter and contributions to online university forums. 

While significant early development went into the development and trial of a data repository 
(or “SCIP-torium”) a technology review and the emergence of several SCIP network 
platforms refocused project work to the use of these platforms.  This includes the emergence 
of the figshare platform, for the rapid publishing of research data, and Mediaflux platform, 
based on an RDS (Research Data Services NCRIS initiative) funded opportunity to establish a 
university supported digital assets management system.  There still remains an unmet 
requirement for a university and collections wide view of digital research assets.  The Digital 
Preservation Project3 and the proposed Digital Research Platform4 may review many of 
these platforms and requirements at a university level.  Engaging with these strategic 
activities will be crucial over the coming period. 
 

2. MCRIP Pilot 3rd Year 

The SCIP pilot was proposed as a highly innovative and transformational platform to support 
the Humanities, Arts and Education domains through expertise and research infrastructure 
platforms.  As such the pilot under undertook significant activities in engagement, 
assessment, and planning in its initial year, which re-affirmed the palpable demand for 
informatics support in HASS.  Engagement with the research community accentuated 
demand derivers in: data management planning; support with development of web 
resources and online analytics; and innovation in research methodology and outputs via 
technology. 

In the second year, staff resourcing challenges slowed progress, with the loss of the Platform 
Manager in early 2016.  SCIP made significant progress as outlined in the executive summary 
above, with faculty and partners remaining highly engaged.  Significant strategic project 
advancement and an increase in general support has occurred.  In particular, significant 
progress has been made towards the target strategic objectives “Demonstrating the research 
value of SCIP” and “Fostering Transdisciplinary Research and Education”. 

                                                        
1 http://makingfutures.net/schools-and-communities/collingwood/collingwood-suburb-demographics/ 
2 https://eresearchau.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/eresau2015_submission_45.pdf 
3 “University of Melbourne Digital Preservation Strategy 2015-2025 – Implementation Roadmap”, 2014. 
https://minerva-access.unimelb.edu.au/handle/11343/45136 
4 “Research ICT @ Melbourne 2017-2020”, S. Manos, Aug 2016. 

http://makingfutures.net/schools-and-communities/collingwood/collingwood-suburb-demographics/
https://eresearchau.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/eresau2015_submission_45.pdf
https://minerva-access.unimelb.edu.au/handle/11343/45136
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A number of existing engagement activities are underway and the following future activities 
are planned for the SCIP platform core team and network partners over a 3rd year: 

o Digital Studio (Arts) – a range of Faculty of Arts projects is expected within the 
next 12 months through co-planned activities and services provide through the 
Digital Studio space. 

o ILETC (MGSE) – future project support is expected, initially workshopping digital 
research data management towards establishing a collaboration system/process 
across the project. 

o Engaging the Disengaged (MGSE) – while the ARC submission did not succeed in 
attracting funding when last submitted, there are plans to resubmit. There is 
potential for co-supervision of a PhD student who would be undertaking the data 
analysis.  

o Superhero (Arts) – potential work following on from the proof-of-concept. 

o Melbourne Social Sciences Data Hub (ANDS High Value Collections funding) – SCIP 
will support this university initiative which is planned go-live March 2017. 

o Schools curriculum (MGSE) – while the special collections launch will occur in 
September, later work is planned in use of the OHRM platform as a contextual 
mapping and research guide. 

o Sands & McDougall Melbourne Directories (Arts) – while scanning has begun, 
work is required on OCR, export formats, the immediate research environment 
and later digital publishing & access environments. 

o Child+Adult Art Response Projects (MGSE, Marnee Watkins, Gina Grant) – 
digitisation with the UDC is yet to commence, with SCIP core team support. 

o Arts Education Artefacts (MGSE, Marnee Watkins, Jennifer Stevens-Ballinger) – 
digitisation with the UDC is yet to commence, with SCIP core team support. 
Pending Core Governance Group agreement, an investigation into acquiring or 
accessing external capability for additional media formats will be undertaken.  

The 3rd year of SCIP will see the core team of socio-informaticians on the above planned 
activities and further activities as directed by the Core Governance Group, including support 
for grant funded project activities at an estimated total of over $1M, with the support of over 
$120k in co-investment commitments from the SCIP partners over the next period. 

 

3. SCIP Objectives and Performance 

3.1. Short-term objectives 
Objective: Design, develop and deploy the Social & Cultural Informatics Platform. The 
platform will: 

Activity Performance 

Build on existing capabilities 
within the University. 

SCIP has successfully brought together a consortium of 
research support services providers and supported 
researchers to access these through a unified service.  
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Develop a dedicated research 
data repository, which will 
form part of the University’s 
repository ecosystem and will 
be hosted in the University Of 
Melbourne Data Centres. 

In 2014 and 2015 SCIP undertook an extensive 
requirements capture and assessment of alternate 
repository platforms toward this objective. At the same 
time ResPlat, a SCIP partner, implemented figshare for 
institutions, addressing a considerable proportion of 
research data collection, storage, sharing and publication 
requirements. A further project to trial Omeka as a 
simplified web-publishing platform for cultural research 
collections has augmented this service. Some outstanding 
work around integration of complementary research 
applications, such as Mediaflux, figshare, Minerva Access, 
and Minerva elements is to be scoped and undertaken in 
2017. 

 

Objective: Demonstrate the research value of the platform. Through targeted case studies, 
SCIP will: 

Activity Performance 

Demonstrate research data 
capture (including 
digitisation) and selection 
through high-value, high-
impact data-driven projects; 

Initially SCIP targeted ten Arts and one MGSE research 
projects, providing data capture and management advice 
and support for these selected high-value, high-impact, 
data-driven projects. 

In 2016 a call for EOIs for digitisation added four further 
projects, including one high profile data digitisation 
project undertaken in collaboration with the State 
Library of Victoria. 

The EOI process uncovered additional types of research 
data collection not previously identified through the 
2015 requirements capture process and highlighted a 
growing need for the support of audio visual research 
data collections. SCIP is collaborating with ResPlat and 
ANDS on a high-value data collection project which will 
support one of these audio-visual collections and will 
investigate additional partnerships in 2017 to support 
digitisation of this material. 

Populate the data repository 
and the Central Research Data 
Registry; establish a research 
data curation workflow. 

In addition to the projects above a five-stage research 
data curation workflow has been created and is in use 
within the Digital Scholarship team and SCIP office to 
support identified projects. 

Additional collections have been added to the data 
repository, and the research repository, as a result of ad-
hoc support by SCIP. These include collections of 
digitised historical publications from the Australian 
Human Rights Commission, digitised historical 
publications from various Australian State Educational 
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departments, a collection of digitised marginalia from 
early manuscripts.  

In addition, as a pilot of the Omeka implementation SCIP 
is working with the University Archives and ResPlat to 
support the extract of an archival collection (The Bright 
Family Papers) which is being used in an interactive, 
object-based teaching exercise for a History breadth 
subject. The resulting collaborative transcriptions of this 
collection will greatly improve the accessibility of this 
collection to future researchers. 

Enable evidence-based 
decision making and strategic 
allocation of resources for the 
generation of future research 
and infrastructure grants. 

SCIP has organised two strategic planning meetings with 
the Faculty of Arts; and one with MGSE in order to 
identify opportunities for future grants. As a result of 
these meetings SCIP has provided direct support for the 
research data management plans of fifteen grant 
applications across Arts and MGSE. 

Through the employment of 
the socio-informaticians, 
foster the development of 
capability and skill set to meet 
emerging needs in social and 
cultural informatics. 

SCIP has provided a regular consultation service located 
in the VCLC. Over 40 researchers have received advice 
and support for research data collection, curation or 
management through these regular consultations. 

In 2016 a range of outreach activities occurred in support 
of this target including: 

• A Data Visualisation Clinic attended by 32 staff; 
• Two Data Visualisation presentations attended by 

90 staff in total; 
• A presentation on data management planning to 

PhD candidates; 
• A digital tools presentation to MGSE Research 

Week; 
• Several outreach activities in support of 

Researcher @ Library Week, including a popular 
pop-up promotion stall at the Farmer’s Market. 

 

3.2. Mid-term objectives 
 

Objective: Foster transdisciplinary research and education. Specifically: 

Activity Performance 

Collaboration will result in 
profound reinvention, usually 
at the frontiers of discovery, 
creating holistic fields that 
span otherwise disparate 
disciplines. 

SCIP has participated in, and contributed to, 
collaborations and partnerships across the university 
and externally seeking to support digital scholarship and 
promote the use of innovative informatics solutions in 
research. Ongoing collaborations include: 
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• Melbourne Social Sciences Data Hub with 
Research Platform Services and ANDS; 

• Sands McDougal Directories Digitisation with 
University Digitisation Centre and State Library of 
Victoria; 

• Omeka Platform support including a Community 
Day with Research Platform Services, NCRIS RDS 
and FaVeR. 

The following future SCIP activities may see similar 
collaborations established: 

• Innovative Learning Environments and Teacher 
Change, ILETC project (MGSE) with SCIP core and 
Research Platform Services. 

• Digital Studio (Arts) – (all SCIP partners) 
 

 

Objective: Embed data curation and preservation in research activities. Specifically: 

Activity Performance 

The traceability, reliability and 
preservation of research data 
will be re-enforced through 
the treatment of research data 
as archival records. 

Projects digitising print material and augmenting 
research data through metadata and archival 
management. 

Search capabilities will be 
explored in order to help 
researchers organise and 
discover research data. 

Further integration between research data archives and 
the research publication repository will ensure  

 

Objective: Extend research in an evolving platform for social and cultural informatics. 
Specifically: 

Activity Performance 

Collect data, develop 
theoretical frameworks and 
assess technical development 
work necessary for the future 
development of the platform. 

A dedicated Knowledge Base and SCIP website have been 
developed to target this objective. The SCIP Knowledge 
Base consolidates platform knowledge in a collection of 
practice guides, frameworks and models. Both the 
website and Knowledge Base are being redeveloped to 
target support of the Digital Studio, with a re-launch 
expected when the Digital Studio opens in Q4 2016. 
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4. Key Performance Indicators and Review 

Key Performance Indicators from the SCIP Platform Plan are listed below (in bold). 

• Productivity/utilisation. 

The SCIP platform facilitates greater utilisation of the SCIP network of expertise and services, 
include the University Digitisation Centre, Research Platform Services, the eScholarship 
Research Centre.  SCIP in the last reporting period has undertaken over 60 support 
consultations with the SCIP Core Team, of which many have led to referrals to the SCIP 
network of services, and several have led to deeper project activities. As an example the 
Omeka Platform, run by Research Platform Services, is currently supporting 5 arts and 
humanities collections including the Percy Grainger Museum. 

SCIP supported 13 projects in priority areas during the reporting period, including 4 
successful digitisation projects.  At this point support is planned for 9 projects going forward. 

• Educational/workshop activity. 

SCIP ran 6 workshops and promotional events over the reporting period, with 4 open to all, 
one marketed at Arts and Education, the other MGSE.  Over 130 attended the workshops and 
feedback from the targeted workshops was positive. 

• Acquiring new services or technology. 

The SCIP platform in early development trialled several systems as a platform (“SCIP-
torium” collections and showcase conceptual platform).  “Collection Access” and “Access to 
memory” were trialled as potential data repositories.  Investigations into research project 
collaborative web-presence were also investigated, with some SCIP projects leveraging 
MediaWiki and WordPress platforms. 

A review of several technology platforms occurred, including figshare (fulfilling the urgent 
need for the rapid self-publishing of data), Mediaflux (fulfilling the need for a digital assets 
management system, as well as leveraging the opportunity to utilise federal RDS program 
funding through VicNode) as well a Research Platform Services’ foundation storage and 
compute services.  These platforms have been successfully established and are in use by 5 
research projects and available to SCIP platform partners. 

Research Platform Services also undertook a pilot (with ANDS and RDS) for a locally hosted 
Omeka service on foundation storage. The pilot has resulted in a services which is in use by a 
number of projects and available as part of the SCIP network. 

• Alignment with Faculty and University environment and culture. 

The SCIP Core Governance Group meets monthly to ensure faculty and university alignment 
of the prioritised project engagement and resources of the SCIP core team and network 
services.  The SCIP approach to leveraging and developing network service ensure research 
projects have efficient alignment and utilisation of university supported expertise and 
technology platforms. 

• Increase in workflow efficiencies and learning based on research data. 

The SCIP platform facilitates greater utilisation of the SCIP network of expertise and services, 
include the University Digitisation Centre, Research Platform Services, the eScholarship 
Research Centre.  In the last reporting period SCIP has undertaken over 60 support 
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consultations with the SCIP Core Team, of which many have led to referrals to the SCIP 
network of services and several to deeper project activities.  SCIP has undertaken 13 projects 
in priority areas and 4 successful digitisation projects all using university services across 
SCIP network partners. 

Training is a central part of the SCIP pilot with 6 workshops and promotional events run 
over the reporting period, with over 130 people attended the workshops. 

As a result of training, an increased emphasis on data management planning in the Faculty of 
Arts, and an increased emphasis with funding bodies, support consultations with the SCIP 
Core Team have increased. These in turn resulted in referrals to network services, including 
Research Platform Services training for data tool use, presentation and dissemination. 

• Items uploaded and documented in the data repository. 

Volume metrics across all of the SCIP network supported platforms are not collected 
systemically.  However, as an indication the Schools Curriculum Project digitised 492 
documents uploaded into the University special collections repository.  The Melbourne 
Social Sciences Data Hub (ANDS High Value Collections funding) is undertaking a 50 items 
pilot to upload into the Research Platform Services Mediaflux digital assets management 
system. The Sands & McDougall Melbourne Directories project estimates 20,000 images for 
future repository access, potentially through the special collections repository.  Marginalia 
digitisation of Nicholas O’Donnell manuscripts digitised 50 samples for access through the 
University Research Platform Services’ Omeka platform. 

• Value-added services available for the data repository. 

Value-added service have been developed on a project by project basis to date.  However, the 
Schools Curriculum (MGSE) project’s planned use of the OHRM platform will serve as a 
demonstrator of a capability more widely available.  The Marginalia Digitisation of Nicholas 
O’Donnell manuscripts (Arts) project’s use of the Scripto Omeka tool may be more widely 
available as a part of a university Omeka service. 

• New research tools identified by faculty partners and deployed by Research 
Platform Services. 

As a part of the Research Platform Services review of technology platforms, figshare 
(fulfilling the urgent need for the rapid self-publishing of data), Mediaflux (fulfilling the need 
for a digital assets management system), Research Platform Services’ foundation storage and 
compute services, and a locally hosted Omeka service have been established and are 
accessible by SCIP network partners.  The Scripto Omeka tool may be more widely available 
as a part of a university Omeka service. 

• Increased understanding of requirements for compliance with policy and funding 
mandates. 

Over the reporting period many of the 60 support consultations have occurred as a result of 
training, the increased emphasis on data management planning, in particular in Faculty or 
Arts PhD project planning, and as a result of funding requirements.  Consultations were 
supported by both the SCIP Core Team and by the Doing Data Better online resource. 

A new data management planning system is due for staged release late in 2016, with uptake 
in 2017, which will be an important tool in university compliance. 
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